An Instant Success!!

I never dreamt that the I.O.C.C. (The International Organization of Comic Collectors) would become such an Instant Success' seemingly overnight. 99.9% of our readers liked the idea of a club for ALL collectors of the graphic story; wether it be Marvel, D.C., Harvey, Dell or whatever. Here is a sample of the many letters that FLOODED in..."I think the IOCC is an extremely good idea; just the kind of club fandom is looking for...a club in which everyone can participate in, no matter what company his allegiance is with. The Polis are a good idea, if intended for comic fans in general, should NOT have any Marvel-D.C.-Harvey-Tower-Gold Key debates of any kind. This would be destroying the all-inclusive approach you've suggested, with something for ALL comic fans" --Jim Wilson/P.O. Box 15/Alpharetta, Ga./30221. These are my sentiments exactly!

Since there is such a reader/fan demand for the formation of the IOCC, the IOCC will become a reality. Membership fee for one year will be $2.00. Please refer back to FF #6 for all the benefits you'll receive. The first IOCC newsletter will be mailed out with FF #10 (or if you, perish the thought, won't be getting FF 10, it will be mailed in a legal sized envelope at the same time FF 10 is mailed out). If we get enough members to join, I will try to put out the newsletter monthly. If you're a collector of comic books, art or anything relating, PLEASE JOIN AND MAKE THIS CLUB A SUCCESS.

I wish to express my appreciation to Sal Buscema, Barry Smith and Roy Thomas for their GREAT contrubs this ish, and hope that they keep 'em comin'.

With this issue, starts several regular features in the FF: First is the much awaited FF letter col, which will be a regular 3, (or possibly 4) page feature and secondary Tom Crawford's "Colonel Thar Kosis of the Sarn Federation" which is one of the best s/f stories I've ever read in fandom. Pat Salter's 'the Land of the Seven' was discontinued because you fans wanted it that way!!

I guess it became crystal clear this ish that the FF is staying away from Marvel...moving into other areas. 'Dissecting Doc Savage' by Gordon Mathews is a great example of one of these non-marvel topics; now the question is 'should the FF continue to have a couple non-Marvel articles or stick strictly to Marvel?' Give me your views on this.

Another thing that's been coming up quite frequently in your letters to the editor is changing the FF's name. Some people say it sounds too simplistic and others just plain say it's sorta childish. I tend to agree with them both in a way. If you take it the wrong way, it DOES sound egotistical, and possibly a little childish, so if anyone comes up with a real good name...who knows?

I'd like to announce a revolutionary change that will take place in the FF, starting next issue. The price of the FF currently is 30¢ to members and 40¢ to non-members. At this price, I could only have about 16 (20 at the most) pages per issue. Starting at issue # 10, the price will be increased to 50¢ to members and 60¢ to non-members. The page number will at least double and be no less than 32 pages per issue. (probably 36 or 40 with a color, 2 or 3 toned cover.) All subscriptions will be cleared up with a personal letter. We have subscriptions all the way up to 19 and 20. If your sub ends at # 10, please send in the 20¢ to purchase # 10. Also if you're not a member please join; Only 30¢.

This issue, we spent some extra money and printed on some extra heavy paper...plus a three heavy paper boosts our mailing cost at least 2c on each FF we send out, (and 500 times 2c sure adds up). Who says the FF doesn't go first class?

I'd like everybodys opinion on the size of the FF; I've had a couple requests to change it's present size to 5½ x 8½ inches instead of 8 x 11 inches. What do you think?

Here's some more information on our upcomimg campaign to revise the Comics Code Authority: We're starting a 'Campaign Committee'; Duffy Vohland is the acting chairman and we need some hard working members to join. If you're interested, contact Duffy at: Post Office Box 70, Clarksburg, Ind., 47225. He needs a lot of suggestions and help he can get, so write him and join. We're countin' on you, so don't let us down.

To help us out, financially in this campaign to revise the Comics Code, I and Kenneth Kraft devised a game; this game consists of 47 scrambled Marvel heroes, villains, comics books & members of the Marvel staff. You must unscramble all the words, and answer several questions about the quote, from a Marvel magazine that certain boxed letters sound confusing? Find out if you can do it. Send 25¢ to FF headquarters and we will send you your game on August 1st. 1st prize is a 8x10 inch, autographed picture of SAL BUSCEMA!!! 2nd prize is 20 assorted Marvel and D.C. comics. For further info, write directly to P.F. headquarters.

-Continued on page 18
INTERVIEW: SAL BUSCEMA

(EDITORS NOTE): Several months ago, about April first I was paging through some of the newest Marvels and came across an interesting item in the MARVEL BULLPEN BULLETINS. The page listed where some of Marvel's artists and inkers lived; Sal Buscema, (pronounced Byu, as in the beginning of beautiful, sem - a) lived in Virginia. I decided to try my luck, so I called up the operator and asked for the number of a "SAL BUSCEMA:" To my utter astonishment, she gave it to me!!! That night, I called him up and found that it was the Sal Buscema. I asked for an appointment for an interview and he granted me that pleasure on the following saturday. Mr. Buscema lives in a fairly large residential section right here in Springfield. Sal stands about 6 foot and is as pleasant as you can get!!!! While over at his home, he let me look through 15 pages of a brand new Avengers strip, (# 69, I believe), and his art is FANTASTIC. His style is somewhat like his brothers, (as you could see from the cover he did for us,) He has a 6 month old son and who knows, he might grow up to become another artist for Marvel. The Interview took several hours, several hours that I will never forget.

Could you give us a brief capsule history of your career as an inker/artist?

MR. BUSCEMA: Well, let's see. I've been a professional artist for 13 years and when I first got into the art field, I wanted to get into comics; I wanted to be a comic book artist, but at the time the comic book wasn't as popular a field as it is today. There weren't as many good companies, you know like Marvel and DC and some of these other outfits, so I decided to go into advertising and it was a very nice career and I enjoyed it very much, but I still always had this thing about comics in the back of my mind. And then John went into comics a couple years ago, he started working for Marvel. I decided that maybe that was an opportunity for me to try to do it for the first time, although Johnny and I used to work on comics years ago, then he got out of it and went back into it. I used to work with him, but that was about the only experience I had in comics so I wanted to do them on my own finally; so very simply I worked up some samples and Stan Lee saw them and I guess he liked them because he started me on some inking & now I'm doing some pencilling...the Avengers & that's about it.

Can you explain a little of your technique you use in your inking?

MR. BUSCEMA: As far as Technique is concerned, Gary, it's kind of difficult to explain it in those terms, using the word "technique" I guess I just do what comes naturally. I try to follow the artists drawing as closely as possible because he worked on it very hard and he doesn't want it changed that much, so I'm not going to change what the artist does that much or at all if I can help it. I just try to use a little bit of thick and thin lines, give it a little variation, nice solid blacks and that's about it. Otherwise I just do what come -s naturally to me. I don't really concentrate on a particular technique, It's almost like your own handwriting; the way you draw or ink is the way you write your name. It's something that's very personal and very natural to you & to no one else.

What materials do you usually use in your inking?

MR. BUSCEMA: Oh, that's an easy question. All I use is a brush and black india ink, period.

Which Marvel magazines do you consider to be the best inked?

MR. BUSCEMA: Oh, let's see. I would say THE FANTASTIC FOUR which is Joe Sinnott and then of course Frank Giacoia(pronounced Ji-coy-a), was inking CAPTAIN AMERICA for a long time & I think that was one of the best too. I think he also inked the SUB-MARINER for a long while and I think that was also a very well inked book.

Do you have any preference over one material to another?

MR. BUSCEMA: Well, no. As I said, the only thing I use is a brush and india ink and as far as brands are concerned, maybe I should -n't say this, but I prefer Windsor Newton Brushes and I use Pelican India ink.

Is there any special reason that you ink your brother John's pencils a lot?

MR. BUSCEMA: I don't know, maybe I was just lucky. I think probably because they tried me on Johnny's drawing and his stuff is kind of difficult to ink because he draws so well and if you deviate just a little bit, it kind of loosen his style of drawing, so I was able to follow his style of drawing without changing it at all and just going over his drawing very carefully and just trying to pick it up that way and I guess they liked the first job that I did and I just kept on doing it. Of course

Continued on next page
you know I'm not going to be inking The Surfer, anymore?

Why not?

MR. BUSCEMA: Well, because I'm going to be doing the pencilling and it's going to be taking up most of my time, see?

Who in your opinion are the three best inkers at Marvel now?

MR. BUSCEMA: The three best inkers? I would say Frank, Giacoia, Joe Sinnott and...oh gee, there's a whole bunch of other good ones really; it's hard to pick out the three best. Maybe Tom Palmer. I like his inking very much. I think he's a good one. And I should say Sam Grainger too, because he's going to be inking my stuff.

Do you know if Tom Palmer is really Jim Aparo of the Aquaman series?

MR. BUSCEMA: If he is, it's news to me, Gary. I really don't know.

Do you know what ever happened to Frank Giacoia at Marvel?

MR. BUSCEMA: Do I know what happened to him? As far as I know he's still around. He's still working for Marvel; as a matter of fact I think he's doing an Avengers book which will probably be out in a few months. I think they might have Frank working on some pencilling, living down here, it's kind of difficult for me to keep up with what's going on in New York and all the guys up there but he's still working for Marvel, I know that.

There's been a lot of controversy in Fandom about Marvel's so called over-use of zip-a-tone. Could you give us your views on this.

MR. BUSCEMA: Yeah. Hope I don't get fired for this. I don't like the zip-a-tone on comics. I think it looks much better without zip-a-tone - because I think zip-a-tone has a tendency to make the areas where it's put look kinda muddy. It's not a very clean, crisp looking thing. I think you notice that they are not using zip-a-tone anymore or if they do use it, it is very, very little and they use it very seldom.

On the average, how many 20 page magazines at Marvel could you ink a month?

MR. BUSCEMA: On the average I think I was doing one 20 page book a week for Marvel which amounts to 4 a month; that would be an average. If they had any tough deadlines, I guess I could do more than that, but just a regular work week about one book a week.

Do you have any choice as to who you prefer to ink?

MR. BUSCEMA: Of course, I love inking Johnny's stuff and I guess Jack Kirby, since they're both GREAT.

If you had a choice, what three Marvel titles would you ink?

MR. BUSCEMA: Well, I was inking the Silver Surfer, as you know, and that would have to be one of my choices and I'd like to ink Thor, & I guess I'd also like to ink...uhh, perhaps The Fantastic Four or maybe Captain America because Johnny is doing The Silver Surfer, and Jack Kirby is doing The Fantastic Four, Thor, and Captain America, I think those are really exciting books and they're a lot of fun to work on.

Well, didn't your brother John do CA # 114 - the latest one out?

MR. BUSCEMA: Yeah, I think that was just a 1 shot thing, though, Gary. He just did it the one time. And I don't think he'll be doing it again because he's pretty busy with a whole bunch of other things. I was fortunate enough to ink that one.

-Continued on next page-
Do you know if they'll have a permanent artist on Captain America?

MR. BUSCEMA: I'm not sure, but I think that Gene Colan may be doing Captain America, but as I said, I'm not sure.

How are your brothers pencils to ink?

MR. BUSCEMA: Personally speaking, I the - ink his pencilling is very, very diffi - cult to ink, because his drawing is so faultless. As you know he is a tremen - dous draftsman. He draws beautiful fig - ures, and it's a very difficult thing to follow his drawings and not deviate, from them. Anotherwords, his drawings are so good that if you go off just a hairline, you spoil his drawing. So, it's really tough to follow and takes quite a bit of concentration.

Could you tell us the cycle that goes in the comic book to plot it, pencil it, ink it, letter it and then back to Stan to edit it?

MR. BUSCEMA: Sure! First of all, the artist and the writer usually get together. The writer will naturally have an idea of what he wants the story to be about. They'll talk about it for a while; kick ideas back and forth. In my case, Roy Thomas usually sends me a rough script, and he has a lot of ideas in the - re. And I'll try to put some of my own ideas in there too. Then I'll draw the story up, whether it's a 10 page story or a 20 page story, which is a full book or whatever!! Then it will go back to the writer, to Roy, Stan or whoever. They will write the dialogue for the story. Then from that it goes to the letterer. He puts the lettering in, the baloons, & also inks in the panels or borders. After that, it goes to the inker; he inks it. I think after that, they photostat the pages down, to size, about the size of the comic book when it's re - produced. And then it's colored. And then from there it goes to the engraver, and it's print - ed. And the next thing you know, it's on the new -stands.

Does the letterer use any basic lettering or does he hand letter all of it?

MR. BUSCEMA: As far as I know, it's all hand lettered. I don't know if they use any pre-set type or anything like that. I think it's ALL hand lettered.

When you were a teenager, did you use to read comics?

MR. BUSCEMA: Yeah, I used to read comics like crazy when I was a kid.

What were your favorite titles?

MR. BUSCEMA: Gee whiz, I don't know. I guess I use to like Captain America. I liked Batman, which is a competitive company. I use to like, a lot of these strange horror type magazines that they used to come out with too. I thought they were really wild. It's kind of difficult for me to remember, though, Gary. It was a pretty long time ago. But I was a real avid comic book fan.

At about what age did you really become inter - ested in the pop art form of the comic maga - zine?

MR. BUSCEMA: Well, that's kind of a tough que - stion to answer. I think this is just some - thing that evolved. That comics have just sort - of grown up like every other art form. And they have to keep up with the times. And the "pop art," the "mod art" is the type of thing that's being done now. And comics are very much a part of that. As a matter of fact, I think pop art might have evolved from comics. And having always been interested in comics, I guess I kinda was always interested in that kind of art.

How did you go about joining Marvel?

MR. BUSCEMA: Well, as I mentioned before, I just sent some samples up there of my work, & I'm very happy to say that they liked what I was doing. And as I told you, they started me off as an inker to familiarize me with the work they do and then, when they thought I was ready, they let me handle some pencilling which is what I'm doing now.

Have you worked for any other comic company--besides Marvel?

MR. BUSCEMA: No, I haven't worked for anyone, but Marvel. As you know, I've only just start - ed in comics. When you first started seeing my inking, which I started less than a year ago. I haven't worked for anyone else, and I don't think I would like to work for anyone else, because I think Marvel's the best. It's as simple as that.

Continued on next page.
INTERVIEW CONTINUED

Is that the reason why you didn't go to D.C., first instead of Marvel?
Mr. Buscema: Yeah, I think that's a pretty go -od reason right there!

I understand that your career as an artist will start with The Avengers. Will this be the first comics strip you pencilled for anybody?
Mr. Buscema: This is the first book I've ever pencilled.

Will you quit inking for Marvel altogether & let pencilling dominate your career?
Mr. Buscema: It looks that way, Gary, and I think the reason for this is because...again I must say that they liked my pencilling and I guess that I'm going to be kept pretty busy with my pencilling. I'd like to ink; maybe in the future I might be able to ink one of my own jobs, but I really don't know right now if I can or not.

Could you tell us why Marvel has made a new policy of having at least 3 issues of a particular titles done in advance?
Mr. Buscema: I really can't answer that question, I don't know why. What you mean is that a book marked September will come out in say like June or something like that right? I really don't know why. I think it's just a matter of the scheduling, and that's the way it works out. That these books just come out in advance.

Are you drawing any other titles for Marvel at the present?
Mr. Buscema: Not right now. I hope to be in the future.

What revolutionary changes in the "comic world" have you noticed since you first started reading comics to the present time?
Mr. Buscema: Well, I see. I think, just bas -ically that the artwork has improved tremen dusously. I think that the layout of the pages are quite a bit different than they used to be. If you look at some of the real old books, the pages have a lot of panels on them. Your very seldom saw a full page panel or even a double page spread, which is what they use quite a bit today. Just generally, I think that comic books today are a lot more exciting, they're a lot more FANTASTIC than they were years ago and I think that in itself has been a tremendous improvement. I think that just generally they have grown up and have gotten much better all the way around; better drawing, better inking, better writing, better layout. Even, I think the coloring is better today than it was years ago. It's just a much superior product.

What is your ultimate goal in the comic world?
Mr. Buscema: To beat Jack Kirby...or John Buscema, because they're both GREAT!

Could you give us your opinion on the Comic Code Authority; should it stay as is, be abol -ished or just be revised?
Mr. Buscema: Well, I think it should stay, it's a good thing. It could probably be revis ed a little bit. I think, perhaps they stop the comic industry from doing some things that I think might be good, some types of stories, but just generally, I think that it could be reviewed and could be brought up to date a little bit and be made a little bit more realistic because I personally feel that the kid s of today are pretty sophisticated, and I don't think they're going to be influenced by any little realisms we have in comics.

What is your opinion to changing the present format of the comic to resemble that of the Silver Surfer mag?(Refer to The Marvel Trib -une # 10.)
Mr. Buscema: As I said before, I think there's room for improvement, no matter how good the product is. This thing about them being called "comics"... I think if you look through the magazine...wellllll, I see what you mean ---they call it Marvel COMICS group. I think
you can chalk that up more to tradition than anything else. Anotherwords, what would you call them?

Graphic Stories?

MR. BUSCEMA: Graphic Stories? Okay, maybe so. That's a good name, but they've been called comics ever since they came out, and its true they're not funny, and everybody knows they're not funny, and I'm not even aware of the word "comics' when somebody asks me what I do, I say "alright, I'm a comic book illustrator!!!" They don't say "Do you do comical stuff like Donald Duck or Bugs Bunny?" They don't ask me that kind of a question. They say, "Oh, what characters do you do?" And they know immediately that I'm doing this type of thing---the SUPERHERO type of comic. They're not numerous—it's true. Maybe you could write to Stan & tell him about "Graphic Stories." Maybe he'd accept the idea and change the format. I don't know. This is kind of a sticky question and not having been in this business for long you're kinda catching me off guard, and I really haven't formulated that many opinions about these things you're asking me about. Such as the Comic Code, which you asked me before and this thing. But as far as comics, in general, there's no question in my mind, and I don't say this because I work for them, but I really feel this way: I think Marvel turns out the best book there is. I think their books are great. They're tremendously improved over what was being done a few years ago. But I think they can be made even better, and I think this is something that they'll really try to do, they'll always try to do it, so that their books will sell more and so on and so forth. And they'll be a whole bunch of new artists coming in... who knows, maybe you'll be one?

Is it hard work being an inker?

MR. BUSCEMA: It's not physically hard, no because you're sitting down in a comfortable ---

Chair. You're sitting at a table inking some one else's work. It takes talent and ability... certainly. I wouldn't say it's hard. I don't think anything is hard if you enjoy doing it!!! No, personally I enjoy it and therefore don't even consider it work. To me, it's a lot of fun. I think pencilling is quite a bit tougher actually because there, you not only have to worry but you also have to worry about telling a story and you have to think about making your pages exciting and all this stuff; that type of thing.

At this time, do you know who will ink your Avenger's artwork?

MR. BUSCEMA: I think I mentioned before, that Sam Grainger might be inking it and he's a good one too.

Do you have any advice you would give to an amateur artist just trying to break in the field of comic books?

MR. BUSCEMA: That's a darn good question and I would like to give some advice; actually, I feel sometimes I need some advice, myself. The best way I can answer that, Gary, is to say this: I think the most important thing in comics as in any art field, is to draw well and the only way a person can learn how to draw well is by studying and by drawing, drawing...and drawing and after drawing some more; as much as you possibly can because drawing is a very difficult thing to do; it doesn't take weeks or months... it takes years to become a good draftsman, a good artist. It's a lifetime proposition. It's the type of thing where you need to improve to constantly learn and learn and learn and I think that the best advice I can give any aspiring artist is to practice all the time because the old adage "practice makes perfect"—and it couldn't be more true when it comes to doing comics or any illustration and the only other thing I can say is to study the comic book artists like Jack Kirby and John Buscema and Gene Colan and another one of my favorites that doesn't work for Marvel is Joe Kubert, (pronounced Que-bert), who works for DC who is a great one. He is just tremendous... and study these guys and see how they layout a page and this type of thing. Don't copy them, just see what they do and then try to do the same thing in your own way so that you can be an individual, not a copyist.

Would you like to ink your own artwork? Would you like to write your own scripts as well?

MR. BUSCEMA: To answer the first part, yes, I would love to ink my own art, but as I mention before it's been going to be a little difficult because I think I will be pretty busy pencilling and I won't have the time to ink. I hope to, maybe once in awhile, but I really don't know if I can and as far as the writing is concerned, well, just like drawing this is something that you need a talent for and Roy and Stan and all the other writers up at Marvel are all very talented writers and it is something that you have to know how to do; it's not something that you can pick off the top of your head; just like drawing is something you have to know how to do and you have to have a talent for it so I'd love to be able to write some of my stuff but I just don't think I could because I don't know how, I don't know how; it's as simple as that.

—Continued on next page—
Could you tell us on what basis an inker at Marvel gets paid?

MR. BUSCEMA: I think on the same basis as the artists; I know as an inker I was being paid by the page. I don't know if everybody is in the same situation. There might be some that are salaried but I was being paid by the page.

Do you get paid more for a cover than an inside page?

MR. BUSCEMA: No, you get the same amount for anything you do, covers, splash pages, inside pages or anything.

What 3 Marvel titles need improvement and how would you go about improving them?

MR. BUSCEMA: Well, as I said before, in general, I really can't think of any 3 particular books that need improvement but as I mentioned, I think Marvel puts out the best books in the business. I really think they're superior—they put out a really fine product, but I feel that no matter how good a product is, it can always be better and just generally speaking, I think that all of the books can be improved and made better than they already are.

Could you tell us of any new developments in the Avengers series?

MR. BUSCEMA: We've got a new character coming in 3 or 4 months that is a really interesting character. I won't tell you his name...you'll have to find that out for yourself but I have to develop the character, draw him up & it's sort of according to Roy Thomas's description and he's really something a little different. You might find him pretty interesting. The book will be out in about 3 or 4 months, as I said before.

Could you give us any scoops as to new Marvel titles, character development or anything else to interest Marvel fans?

MR. BUSCEMA: I think Marvel will be coming out with Romance books, Love Stories....that type of thing. And I also think they're coming out with some Mystery books and you might be seeing these pretty soon. I'm kinda looking forward to the Mystery books in particular, because I think they're really gonna be good—kinda like way-out stuff.

What age do you consider to be the ideal age to start work at Marvel as an inker or pencil-ler?

MR. BUSCEMA: The sooner the better. I would say that a guy has to go to high school, college, and then if he wants to get into this kind of business, I think the best thing for him to do is start as soon as he can. When he gets out of college, in his early 20's at the very latest. Because if you take notice, the best artists in the business today are the guys that have been in it for a long, long time. Guys like Jack Kirby, John Buscema, and Gene Colan and Joe Kubert, and all these top-notch guys, are guys that have been in the business for fifteen to twenty years, maybe even longer. And they got that good...
When his twin brother is reported killed in an auto accident, and it is learned that the car had been tampered with, Dr. David Bryant becomes the billy-club wielding hero known as CRIMEMASHER to carry on where the police investigation left off. That was in 1966!! The Search for his brothers killer is still the motivating force behind his campaign to smash crime wherever and whenever he finds it. It has led him to team up with THE MASK and together they now follow the trail of their prime suspect: the mysterious leader of an underworld organization known to his men only as CRIME-MASTER!

The Time: 1968
The Place: The Centerline apartment of David Bry-
ant.
The Event: A surprise encounter with a pair of CRIMEMASTERS hirelings.

As Dr. Bryant correlates data he has gathered on CRIMEMASTER over the past few months, his trained ears detect movement in the next room. Hiding his notes, he checks a .45 that he keeps in a drawer for protection. Before another move can be made, the young research scientist finds himself confronted by two armed men. With a word, the two intruders aim and fire at him. On ly his superb reflexes save him from instant death!!! Taking aim, he disarms his attackers. A nearby patrol car is led to the scene by the sound of gunfire.

Our scene switches to the local police precinct station, where the would-be killers are incarcerated pending an investigation. The desk sergeant is in the midst of writing out his report.

"Dr. Bryant, how is it that you were able to disarm those two without hitting them?"

"Well, just because I'm a research scientist, don't get the idea that I can't handle a gun. I was captain of the shooting team in college. Call me if you learn anything."

So saying, he walks outside and enters a red convertible he had noticed in front of the station house. The driver of the sportscar is James Peter, the millionaire turned detective who is CRIMEMASHER's partner in his search for CRIMEMASTER.

"I heard about your run-in with those hoods. Any ideas why they tried to kill you?"

"I have a hunch they were sent by CRIMEMASTER! He might fear that I would change the pair's present -ly trailing him to Triumverate. One thing I do know— if not for my shooting prowess, I'd be dead now."

"While you were sparring with those two goons, I managed to locate another of CRIMEMASTERS hidden bases. What say we get into contest and head there?"

Pulling into an alleyway, Peters presses a button on the dash marked 'W' and the color of the car changes to black, while the license plates revolve to ones with the ones "THE MASK" stamped in one corner & duly registered to the hooded mystery man. Already wearing a suit, Jim has to don his ebony cowl & white gloves to affect the transformation to his other self! Dr. Bryant, however, has to remove his outer garments to reveal the costume of CRIMEMASHER. The pair check their weaponry and head for the location discovered by the MASK. It proves to be an abandoned electronics plant. The pair leave their vehicle a block away and reach the edifice via the rooftops.

Entering through a broken skylight, the duo find that the top floor is deserted. "It was like this when I uncovered it. This is to prevent anyone who happens to look through the skylight from uncovering their operation. The file room is directly below us. We've got to make this fast. I left a note for the police to meet us here. They could arrive any time now."

"Where do we go from here?"

Right through that door, Dave. There'll be two guards to take out so be quiet going down the stairs!!! They should be directly to our right so we'll have to swing around the corner and hit them before they can sound the alarm."

The plan goes off without a hitch, and the masked

---Continued on Page 25---
If you were to go down to your favorite source of paperback books, you would no doubt find a certain book published by BANTAM, depicting a bronzed, muscular giant, with psychedelic lettering containing the title of the story in small letters and covering a good 3 of the page, the words DOC SAVAGE. And then you would know that you just stumbled upon one of the adventures of one of the most popular tex - t heroes around. In the 30’s and 40’s, DOC was extremely popular in his pulp magazine, and to - day he’s popular in his paperback series. Right now BANTAM is publishing his adventures at a rate of approximately bi-monthly which for a paperback series, is pretty rapid. But why? Why? What goes into making a hero of DOC SAVAGE’S greatness? Is he really wonderful enough to merit such enthusiasm?

In the history of comic fandom, many have been the zines to publish articles on DOC SAVAGE. So, you think the topic is overused. Many articles have been written on DOC SAVAGE, I’ll grant you that, but just how many of them took a really penetrating look at the stories? As I see it, the field of scholarly study of DOC is still open, but, hopefully, not for long.

In the field of literature, three things are placed foremost by the author in his story, those being characterization, plot, and theme. He may place one one, two, or all of the things for - emost in the story, but for the story to be good all three must exist somewhere therein. So, first of all, let’s take a look at the characterization displayed in DOC SAVAGE......

1. DOC SAVAGE HIMSELF: There is very little characterization here. DOC simply never dis plays any emotion! He is unattracted to women!! He is incapable of rage. He never sheds a tear!! He is taciturn. In short he is the possessor of a blechhh personality. Apparently Lester (Kenneath Robeson) Dent seems to feel that the stoic superman, who is handsome, brawny, and in - telligent is supposed to be everyone’s idol. Mr. Dent is obviously a follower of stoic philosophy. Unfortunatley, I am not, so I can’t have empa thy for DOC. He isn’t really disagreeable, but by the same token you can’t say he’s likable, ei ther. The strange thing is that everyone in the story, especially the customary beautiful girls, is inexorably attracted to DOC. This is insane!! I have nothing but apathy toward DOC SAVAGE.

He may be a show off, but never - the - less an interesting character.

3. COLONEL JOHN RENWICK (“Renny”): This character, too showed a bit of promise, but was squelched by lack of action. The dour expression, huge hands etc. all fit together nicely to form a rather human personality: that of the si lent strongman. It’s really a pity that he choose to exploit this theme, for Renny could have become an interesting character. Unfortunately, the roles he played were seldom and minute, and as a result a potentially good character goes down the drain. It’s really a pity.

4. LIEUTENANT COLONEL ANDREW BLODGETT MAY - FAIR (“Monk”): I suppose something of a person ality is developed here. You might say that MONK is something like THE THING of todays FAN TASTIC FOUR. He is undoubtedly a show - off like Johnny, and probably for the same reason, added to his physical structure. Unlike Johnny, how ever, he shows off not by stringing huge words, but by tormenting Ham who, handsome and taste - ful, is his exact opposite; and by acting like an all - around character. He is said to have bod - y of a lower primate and a mind of a genius, but he seldom shows any great amount of intelli gence, the one exception being when he is call ed on to mix up a batch of chemicals, (usually sleeping potions.) Other than that, he shows no sign of any real mentality whatsoever. For the most part, he is thrown in merely for comic re-

-Continued on next page/
lief, and this I have against him. Perhaps, I'm all wrong, but I'm dead set against placing a character in a supposedly serious story solely for the purpose of getting laughs. I know it is supposed to relieve the tension a bit, but the tension shouldn't be relieved. After all, that's what the author has been slaving at all up to that point trying to create. The pig, Habens Corpus I could barely stand, but when they throw in a monkey named chemistry....! You are probably thinking that Monk is pertinent to the story because of his chemical ability. Not so! I'll get to that later.

5. BRIGADIER GENERAL THEODORE MARLEY BROOKS ("Ham"): Ham is thrown into the story solely for the purpose of providing Monk with a sparring partner. But we are shown, at least, that he is an egotist, and that's a better personality than none at all. He is rather handsome and a snappy dresser, and I guess that fits into his personality rather well. Supposedly, he is supposed to doubt his entries to cheer every time Monk gives him a setback. Personally, I couldn't care less about their stupid arguing. It goes to far, and it's the same thing every time. Not only that, Dent never changes his description of the lawyer. I wish I had a dime for every time he was called "Waspish" or "Dapper".

6. MAJOR THOMAS J. ROBERTS ("Long Tom"): There is not a whole lot I can say about this character, because his appearances in the story are so rare. Like Johnny and Renny, he is pushed into the background so that we, the readers, have the ultimate privilege of listening to Monk and Ham quarrel. But he is even more obscure than the other two, and there simply isn't enough of him to dig a personality out of.

Now let's get into plot. To be fair, I must say that if a person were to read only one Doc Savage story he could very easily enjoy the plot. However, were that same person to read two, three or four Doc Savage stories, he would soon discover that he's got me dismaying, that all of the stories---yes every single accursed one---is set up on almost exactly the same basic formula as all the others. This is terribly irritating, and no matter how you look at it, you just can't get around it.

1. The first step in the plot takes place in the first several chapters, in which the dilemma is introduced. This one thing I could credit Dent, he came up with some pretty wild dilemmas. In reading a Doc Savage story reading the first few chapters and discovering the macabre menaces is the part I most enjoy! After Doc and the crew dig into the strange foe, interest dwindles. Also introduced are a pair of minor characters upon which the misfortune--one is falling, on a beautiful girl destined to fall head-over-heels for Doc Savage, and her companion who will not fair so well. Also introduced is the villain, usually an obesely corpulent fellow with beady eye's. Dent must have had some sort of thing about fat villains for they almost always are.

2. The next step introduces Colonel Andrew Bledgett Mayfair and Brigadier General...
 Doubtless you will think me mad, my friend, when I am done with my tale, but no matter--everyone else here has long since decided so. As you know, it is my duty to tend the Central Matter-Annihilation Chamber here at the Anti-Matter Power Generation Center. It is only there wherein my madness, if truly I am mad, lies in all other matters I would seem to be sane, and if I am not mad, and why not? 'Tis a task to drive better men than I insane, tending and minding all the gauges and controls of that insatiable, ravenous maw called the Matter-Annihilation Chamber. For, after all, one mistake could free that unthinkably destructive, anti-matter energy contained within; once free, who knows when, where, or if ever its raving path of destruction could be halted.

In truth, perhaps madness is one of the primary requirements of this job. Those not mad when they come here certainly leave that way, and those who arrive in that condition last longer than any others.

But I digress from my tale. As I have said, the Annihilation Chamber is my bailiwick; I am good at my job. Since there are few breakdowns, the standard twelve-hour shift is usually a breeze for the job that requires a glance at the gauges perhaps once in an hour's time. Someone trained, like myself, to have an actual physical feel for the machinery, can tell when something is wrong without, mind you, referring to the gauges in the first place. The sound of the Annihilators, the eerie play of blazing, scintillating color flashing about the control chamber, the feel of the normal vibrations (for yes, that constant vibration within the matter within is far more devasting than the worst of earthquakes, and only the fact that this station is as strongly built a planetary defense fortress keeps the place from trembling down about our ears right this instant.)--all these are indications to the trained technician of whether the chamber is operating normally or malfunctioning.

Again I digress. The idea I attempt to transmit is that one must invent things to do while on duty here. One cannot be in a stack of micro-books to idle away the time for one thing, two are not allowed to bring in any metal items, even having to leave our pocket change outside while on duty. For another, there is a slight amount of free radiation in this control room, not enough to harm a human but sufficient to fog and completely erase any micro-book.

One technician I know has solved that by smuggling in ancient, paper books, actually printed books he has bought for fabulous prices on the black market. Another attempt to paint in chalk, but the vibrations and subtle radiation here cause his paints to run. He's no good anyway; all his paintings are scenes of death and destruction.

I, myself, just sat and thought. About the Annihilation Chamber I sat and thought. I jokingly called it with a name and attributed it to have a personality; others of the technicians have done so, but usually have named it after their mothers-in-law or other such distasteful characters. It pleased me, in perhaps an odd sort of way, to call the chamber AYESHA.

I see the bemused look on your face. It is not a name you know. Well, can I understand, for originally it was an arabian name; a language now long dead, no one has used the name in perhaps two centuries. More for our purpose, however, the specific Ayesha to which I refer was a character in ancient literature; specifically, she inhabited a pair of fantastic old novels written some four hundred years ago by an author named Haggard. They did not survive the construction of the Global Empire, since the Emperor's commision on Seditious Literature decided there were certain ideas contained within them that were contrary to the Emperor's views on the world. Hence, they were consigned to book-burnings instead of being reproduced in micro-book form. I have always regretted it, though quite sweeping, staggering and thought provoking books (perhaps that is why they were banned), I missed them. One day I found two of them in a crate of junk my grandfather had left to my father; I his them because I knew that my father would burn them and would beat me within an inch of my life if he came to reading them. Being a Praetor of the Global Empire, he could ill afford to have his offspring indulging in such forbidden delights.

But, to Ayesha. She was a fantastic, immortal creature, a spirit of sorts, a...goddess, almost, if you will--she was referred to as 'She-Who-Must-Be-Obeyed' and woo to the foolish soul who did not understand. It pleased me to call the chamber after her for, like that most beautiful of women, the Annihilation Chamber is a hard mistress who will turn upon the man who treats her with indecency or harshness, and who will destroy him for his error. Not to mention probably every other thing on this side of the planet.

---Continued on Next page---
As time went along, I spent much time in a fantasy built upon this whim; I spoke to Ayesha and oftentimes imagined that she answered me. Still, I knew it was but imagining; that was not where the madness began.

It was later. One evening I was sitting in the very seat, perhaps dozing slightly; all was well with Ayesha, for even though drowsy I could still hear and interpret the various sounds, and feel the vibrations, that meant she was happy and well-cared for.

Suddenly I awoke with a start, for the new sound amongst the normal cacophony; some eerie, high pitched note that wavered and trembled ever so slightly, almost like the crystal-clear song of those sirens they tell us called to Odysseus; for I could swear it was like the voice of a woman. None-the-less, it was a sound which did not belong, however pleasant it was; even though it seemed to tug at my sleeve as though demanding attention like a woman whose husband has been unconsciously ignoring her, I was determined to find the cause of the sound and rectify it immediately.

I spent the better part of an hour staring at gauges and controls, opening up panels, tracing wires, crawling through access-holes and up on cat-walks—all the time sweating with terror—for I could find no trouble that could cause the sound. Everything was in order. All the while I was toiling about, the sound grew to high volume and actually—believe me, it is so—to an impatient, perhaps annoyed tone to it. I interpreted this to mean that whatever trouble it was, was growing to a climax; I expected that sound to end in a crescendo of utter annihilation, and feverishly worked to find the trouble. Imagine my surprise, then when, passing by the main screen which shows the interior of the Annihilation Chamber (the screens have the filters of Absolute Black to look into them safely, and even so the brilliance is painful to the eyes), I thought I saw the form of a woman, actually within the Chamber!

I stopped; I stared. I felt that I was hallucinating. All at once I knew the constant pressure or the response of that many-times-damned Chamber had caused my reason to snap. There, within, standing amidst that awesome pit of ravaging, corrosive, personified destruction, was a figure of a woman.

And such a woman, I might add, as no man, certainly not I, has ever had the privilege of beholding before. A figure like a goddess, and her beauty seemed actually more blinding to the eye than the radiance of that deadly destruction in whose midst she stood unharmed. She was tall and stately and radiant, dressed in auburn but a gauzy, filmy gown that billowed and streamed out behind her as though blown by a breeze; so great was my astonishment that it was not until much later that I realized that, due to the exceedingly thin and fine material of that gown, it was very nearly transparent. Her firm-chinned, delicately featured face—that face of such beauty it pains to think of it, was crowned by the most magnificent tresses of utter black I have ever seen, also streaming out like the filmy gown.

I stood like a complete idiot for several minutes; it was then that I realized that this man-isfestation (for, what else could I believe it to be) was the origin of the sound. She, the figure, was singing that eerie note of supplication and command and was reaching out her arms to me from the screen as though calling me to her or pleading to be released from the incandescent hell of a Chamber.

I could take no more, I ran away and hid myself in the control booth, cowering under the desk like a kicked dog for the rest of my watch. The next day, I asked the off-coming technician if he had noticed anything odd; he looked at me strangely and said not; I dreaded the confrontation I knew was coming. I sat in the control chair and faced Ayesha, the Chamber; almost instantly the singing began again. I was terrified; I tore my hair and gnashed my teeth and beat on the desk before me, but still that singing drilled into my skull and demanded attention. I knew I could not resist. I went back, down to the viewscreen. There before me was the figure again, and for the first time I thought—Continued on next page—
of the woman in the Chamber, not the Chamber it
self, as AYESHA, She-Who-Must-Be-Obeyed. For,
in truth, I realized as though struck by a bolt
of lightning, that the woman, or whatever, with
-in the Chamber—was the image of Ayesha I had
 carried in my mind’s eye ever since reading
those books as a child.
Bewildered, I shrieked out a demand to
know what she wanted of me, as though she were
a real person; such was my state of mind that I
was not actually surprised when the note of the
song changed, and I could discern words inter-
mingled with the eerie litany. The words were a
story of power and glory, yes and love, all off
-ered to me—they told of an undying spirit trap
- ed-forever within the searing flames of that
hell-hole unless someone, armored only with
True Love, shall set her free. She was pleading
with me to be the one to free her from the
flames and to become her consort in power and
majesty over all.
Oh, the things she promised me would make
you dizzy! There is no point in going further
into these, but to suffice it to say that I
would, had I but opened that Chamber, been King
of all creation, or so she told me. But I was
afraid of the power of that Chamber. Not yet
was I fool enough to open up that roaring gate;
I knew that more than a mythical goddess would
exit.
As time went along, however, the more I
saw her, the more I believed in her as a real
person and I pitied her plight, even though I
could not see how she could continually survive
the holocaust within. Time and time again
I found myself going to the access hatch, (which
is never opened unless the Chamber is shut down)
to toy with the dogs and pneumatic seals as
though in truth I might open up the gates of
hell. I found that I had come to love Ayesha,
even though I still did not believe fully in
her existence; but though I thought she might
be a figure of a fevered mind, I yet toyed
with the means to condemn myself to complete
and utter, instantaneous extinction; the call
of her voice was almost stronger than my reas-
on or instinct for self preservation.
This has been the state of things for
many months now, and I find that it has preyed
on my mind so much, that I can think of naught
else. I have decided that my love for Ayesha is
far stronger than any power of destruction that
man has ever devised and I am determined final-
ly to brave the raging inferno for the
love which has been so near and yet so unreachable
for these long months. That is why I now have
the pneumatic seals broken and the dogs unlatch-
ed on the access hatch, and the face of
Ayesha in the screen. She is wild with antici-
pation for she knows the end of her ordeal is
near. She is standing right on the other side
of that access hatch, waiting for the final saf-
ety wheel to be thrown seven turns to the left.
I blow a kiss at the screen, one which is eager-
ly received and returned with great passion; I
run to the access hatch and grasp the wheel
firmly. A momentary twinge of fear passes thru
me in a shudder, for already the heat reaching
through the no-longer hermetically-sealed door
is terrific; I shrug off the fear and begin the
final, fateful act. Seven turns to the left, &
I throw open the door, crying out a joyous
greeting:

Then, as my clothes and hair burst into
searing flame, the figure of Ayesha within be-
gins to dissolve and, before disappearing com-
pletely, she takes the gawky form of a laughing
evil demon who is bellowing uproariously his mal
volent, baleful amusement at the dying fool
who has loosed the raging holocaust of total
annihilation upon an unsuspecting planet; And
my last conscious thought, at the instant my
flesh vaporizes and my bones ignite, is:

"AYESHA LIED"
--FINIS

Dissecting Doc Savage continued...
where they are separated and Doc, to all appear-
ces, is killed four or five times.
5. Doc shows up again, trounces the
villains, saves the rest, and they all live
happily ever after.
Of course, it would be a slight exaggera-
tion to say all the stories occur in that se-
quence, but not much of an exaggeration. Essen-
tially, the stories are all the same this way.
It really bothers me.
Now let's get into theme, if possible...
There isn't really any point Dent is trying to
put across; he's just writing an adventure sto-
ry for sheer entertainment.
The place where Dent fails in his handl-
ing of Doc Savage is himself. Doc Savage is
just too, too much. To put it simply, Dent over-
does it. He is ten or twelve times stronger
than all the others, and probably at least 3
or 4 times as intelligent. He doesn’t need
them. None of them are essential to the plot!!
He is a better chemist than Monk, a better arc
-haenologist than Johnny, a better engineer
than Renny, a better electioneer than Long Tom
and a better Lawyer than Ham. He just lets
them hang around for something to do. He is
very similar to Superman. As a result, we can’t
applaud his actions because we prefer under-
dogs. For example, there was the time in
Spook Legion in which a pair of invisible men
were bloodying up Doc. And 1! I was sitting
back chukling over Doc's plight. It was fully
as bad as, when the old Batman TV show was go-
ing, at the end of the first episode of a con-
tinued story, the narrator would gasp, "Can
this really be the end of the Caped Crusader?"
and everyone watching the thing would reply:
"Let's hope so!"
The reason that Doc Savage was popular
back in the pulp era was because we wanted----
we needed a hero of superhuman capabilities...whom everyone looked up to and idolized, and
who was much better than we were. He was the
first superhero, and he hit America just when we
wanted a superhero. Superman is little more
than a charge-up imitation of Doc, and his
"Fortress of Solitude" is a direct swipe. De-
spite his many flaws, there was and still is
something about Doc Savage that stirs the
blood.

--Gordon Matthews--

THE END
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AVENGERS
ASSEMBLE!

IT'S
Globberin'
TIME!
Apologies are in order for those of you who bought this issue because of our full page ad in the Rocket Blast*Comicollector: We couldn't have several of the features promised, Dave couldn't meet the FF's deadline, so his Fantastical Four/Avengers center spread should appear next issue. Mark Evanier couldn't meet the dead-line either. Shirley Gorman's "He Who Ride's The Nightwinds" reached me in plenty of time to be printed in this ish, but I just didn't have enough room.

In place of Dave Cockrum's center spread I asked KEITH TUCKER, the FF's newest art addition to do it. He was more than happy to do it and just barely met the deadline himself.

Other than Keith Tucker, the FF's recruit and MIKE BENNETT, another fabulous artist. A cover by Mike will be featured in an upcoming issue.

Since I wanted to print Sal's DR. STRANGE cover on blue hardstock paper, that meant that I would have to print his picture on the same type of paper, I only hope that his picture comes out on blue paper.

The Captain America by Bucky drawn by Tommy Caldwell that is decorating "The Self-Made Minuteman" was zip-a-toned by me--and I did a very fine job on it; so if the zip-a-tone runs together don't blame Tom.

Sal's interview mark's one of the longest interviews in Fandom. I did the question and answert a somewhat different way, also. Did you like it, or did it only tend to confuse you? Issue #1 through 5 are almost entirely sold out-I only have about 6 copies of #1 left so if you want to order them, please do so FAST.

Issue #6-7 is still available, but they're going fast. PLEASE ORDER ISSUE 6-7 (60¢) IMMEDIATELY!!! If anyone can come up with a better name for the Fantastic Fanzine, please write it in.

Next issue should be even better than this one: Some of the highlights of next ish are:

*The start of a great new column by Tony Isabella entitled: "The Windmills of My Mind"

*He Who Rides The Nighwinds by Shirley Goorman. This time, I'll definitely have this article in print.

*The Accursed Code by Bill Cantey.


* Few pointers on how to publish a fanzine, using the FF as an example by Gary Groth.

*And the start of a 3-4 page anetuer comic strip entitled "LOHENGRIN". And just wait'll you see who illustrates it!

It should be a very good issue, so please remember the price hike--and send in the member-ship fee, if you haven't already done so.

Next issue should be out no later than Sept.1st.

---Continued on page 20---
Face Facts. No matter how much you or I may like Marvel, it's future is not unlimited. Someday you will bounce down to the newstand and no Marvel comics will be on the stands. The reason could be that the Super Hero had finally died out, or financial trouble at Magazine Management, or any of a number of different possibilities, but the problem at hand is not so much how the Apocalypse will come about as what Marvel should do when it does come.

One of the more vexing propensities of TV series that feature a running problem is that when the show is finally cancelled the last show still has the characters struggling against the problem. Gilligan never got off the island, Buddy never stopped running from the Mafia, and so on. The Fugitive is a glorious exception: keep it in mind for use later on.

Comics tend to be even worse about leaving the readers hanging with the last story. The Secret Six never found out who Mockingbird was, for example. There is a good reason for this of course: quite often the cancellation of a title comes as a surprise, and an inconclusive final issue is already too far along to be recalled! Also, editors, like to leave characters open to revival.

Comics usually have smashing beginnings, but usually peter out by the last issue. I'm not fond of reading the last story of a hero & find him at the end, still suffering for the love of a girl who is engaged to another man. It may not be feasible, but when Marvel titles are dropped, why not really end them? Taking notes from The Fugitive, conclusive endings for various Marvel series might work like this:

THE HULK: The Silver Surfer meets up with the Hulk and changes him permanently back to Dr. Banner. Banner then marries Betty and takes a post with the University of Chicago, rather just as if he were not wishing to work any longer for the military.

IRON MAN: Happy is critically injured in an accident and knowing he is dying, tells his healthy heart to Tony Stark, who is given it in a transplant operation. Stark retires from crime-battling, feeling his character has been damaged.

DAREDEVIL: Matt Murdock has the operation that will restore his sight, and loses his super-sensory perception, forcing his retirement.

SUBMARINER: At the conclusion of some magnificent epic, he settles in his throne to rule over Atlantis for 'er'more, and that's the last we see of him.

FANTASTIC FOUR: Ben Grimm becomes Ben Grimm at last, while the others drift apart, vowing of course, to come together again if the need arises. What forces their retirement? The retirement of Doctor Doom: The Silver Surfer got to him, too and remodeled his face so he could seek out Valeria and live together in gentle contentment.

THE AVENGERS: They split up as the need for Super-Heroes seem to have decreased and each one goes into semi-retirement.

THE X-MEN: Same here, with the added factor that people are finally accepting mutants.

THOR: He marries Sif in a real Asgardian ceremony and retires from Earth to prepare for inevitable Ragnarok.

CAPTAIN AMERICA: While searching out Hydra Agents in a cold storage plant, he is forced in to a liquid nitrogen tank and instantly freezes solid. An earthquake hits a few days later and he is buried under tons of rubble, but with the nitrogen tank so well insulated he can stay frozen for thousands of years. Some editor might want to bring him back in fifteen years.

CAPTAIN MARVEL: I have a feeling he's going to go pretty soon anyway, probably right in the middle of an adventure. If I were told to write an ending, though, it would work that Ronan finds out that Von-Rogg is a traitor and orders a Mar-Vell to dispose of him, which he does after a ten page fight, then resuscitates Una and flies the Helios back to Earth and married life.

SPIDER-MAN: J. J. J. has a stroke which forces him to retire from crackpot journalism, letting Robertson take the post full time, and the Bugle's position on Spider-Man reverses, finally giving the webshooter a decent break. Pete loses Gwen to Harry, but falls in love with

BY DWIGHT R. DECKER

-Continued on next page-
A LOOK AT THE FUTURE OF COMICDOM

by Lane Bailey

The world of Graphic Literature, or Comic Books as they are more commonly known, has been one of constant strife & controversy, & comic book progressed along in the forties and early fifties, a pattern was set that would endanger the future of the Comic Book as a whole.

To understand this pattern as it has progressed through the years, we must first look at the comic book of yesterday. The artist of this period in comparison with the artist of today was very poor and generally overworked. Even though the overworked artists and writers produced the worst material possible, this period was the most prosperous and saw the creation of more grap hic literature than ever before in history. It was in the late forties and early fifties that saw the first real comic depression. During this period, over 100 different titles and 10 different comic companies went completely out of business. After a major shift in the number of comics on the stands, the only real ly big business comic groups left were D.C. and (at that time a very small) Marvel.

As everyone knows, in 1960 the companies again tried to regain a foothold on the young people and for the first time the comics aimed at adults too! This marked the emergence of the graphic story from a depression of the fifties to a new and at that time brighter future. When the changes began to happen, in 1961, all Comics raised the price from 10¢ to 12¢. It was a very quiet affair, at least as far as editorizing in the comics were concerned, and there were never debates over the price hike. This period of the twelve center turned into the largest and most productive as far as quality was concerned. The three major companies enlarged with companies like Charlton, Gold Key and Dell gaining recognition as major companies. Also growing in size were DC, Marvel and now, the largest producer of comics & Marvel, a company that has always grown with the times continues to do so. This prosperity was short lived, though, in the mid sixties, the three major companies began to go in -to a slight recession while the two major companies, D.C. and Marvel, began an ever increasing production with even greater sales!! Soon it was apparent that the only major companies left were D.C. and Marvel. This awakening started a competition between both companies and soon widened the gap between themselves and the small companies and Marvel accepted it as a necessity. This made all the difference. D.C. soon dropped somewhere around 15 books while Marvel only let 1 leave the stands, that being N.B.E. and that was not because of sales but because of too much work for the writers and artists!!

This trend, with Marvel and D.C., had begun a gradual catch-up reveals the future trend for us. The sales of the comics in general went way down in '68, but D.C.'s had the most droppage in sales, while Marvel only lost a minor portion of their sales. The NEW Marvel titles all faired well while D.C. new titles almost ALL flopped. All of this goes to show that barring some unforeseen incident, the price hike will eventually catch up and maybe even pass D.C. with their more adult slanted stories.

Of course barring a very essential point in this could be dangers; that point being the raising of the price of a 12¢ comic to 15¢ this year. I don't think, however, that the price hike will mean much to either company except a proportional drop in sales.

All of the events of the past reveal that it might even be possible for Marvel & maybe even Tower to make a comeback. The future shows a continued gain for Marvel and a gradual lose for D.C. and in maybe two or three years a possible come-back of the mid or early sixty era. I don't, however see a long range future for the comic of today in an ever advancing work of tomorrow!! The Graphic Story is losing its power and fan easy over the people. The adult comic is work ing, but not for everyone and the 25 center seems to be growing in popularity. Perhaps the comic book won't survive the test of time, but a few people in the companies are making preparations to certainly try to.

-Lane Bailey-

+++++++

EQUALITY AND MR. LIEBER continued...

That the negro should attain equality within society, yet not in comics? Or should they be depicted as others are; as realistic human beings? It's your choice, Stan. Practice what you preach.

-Pat Janson-

+++++++  

NOT A WHIMPHER BUT A BANG continued...

Mary Jane, who is not so shallow as one might think, and who has also broken into showbiz with a guest spot on The Dino Manelli Show. Aunt May dies peacefully, and though Peter is sad, knows that she was willing to go.

Perhaps my final scenes were a bit wierd but one can only take so much of né-ending end ings. I appeal to the Bullpen; when ending a series, END IT.
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CHAPTER 1: "INVASION"

It is sometimes difficult to know where to begin a story. This one might begin with an alliance proposal, a statement of intentions or an actual invasion. It might best begin, how -ever, one million years ago, with the birth of the Z'raddalgo race.

The home world of the Z'raddalgos cannot be found in our solar system, our galaxy, or even our entire universe! They began in another, a completely alien space-time continuum so different from ours as to be almost completely defy description. The home world itself is a dense, rocky, hard and uncompromising world with its inhabitants. From the very beginning, their world seemed against the Z'raddalgos. Farming was difficult and crop yields were small. The latter invention of machines aid -ed little, for the world's atmosphere is a foul, sludgy syrup, full of noxious gasses and corrosive fumes. From the beginning, it was anarchy—survival of the fittest.

In such a climate, it is a wonder that such a civilization as the Z'raddalgos built, indeed, that any civilization at all could evolve, but one did; a highly complex, mechanized society ruled by those who were strongest of that strong and cruel race. Their long history of taking by force and struggling for survival had taught them of only one end worth striving for: POWER! He who had power was a leader, a controller, and thus, capable of insuring his own survival. With science came sci -entific means of battle, and the fight for power became more intense and destructive.

For ten thousand years, the battle raged until finally one Z'raddalgo, Talakadoop, by symbol, conquered the entire planet, realizing the dream of the last ten millennia. While history may call Talakadoop vain and glorious in his own eyes, it will really admit that he was no fool. He wanted to keep the throne of the world for himself and his descendants, but knew that there must be some outlet for his subjects inherent love of power. The Answer... SPACE CONQUEST! The Z'raddalgo people would become masters of a galactic empire which would assure each member of the master race POWER.

For the next nine-hundred thousand years, as Z'raddalgian science progressed by leaps and bounds, the universe was explored. Unfortu-natley for the plans of the 1st Z'raddalgian emperor, while their galaxy contained nearly one hundred billion galaxies, so great were the odds against the formation of planets that only some three thousand existed in that entire universe, & only 56 of these were inhabited or habitable.

Even the incompetent and stupid current emperor, Kedarak LXVII, realized that the lord -s and nobles who were his vassals were plotting against him and each other for his throne. But to his rescue came his chief adviser, Soreliqu, the real power behind his throne. There must be, Soreliqu stated, among the near limit -less number of universes some universe in all the vast cosmic, all with enough planets to make conquest worthwhile. That universe could be the target of a massive invasion which would provide power for everyone.

Soreliqu played off contenders for the throne against each other while the COSMIC ALL was scanned. Universe after universe was scanned, with diminishing hopes. Then, the scan -ners found our universe. So unbelievable was what was seen that Soreliqu had to see for him -self. There it was—a universe in which nearly every one of the millions of stars in each of the nearly hundred billion galaxies held 1 or more inhabited planets. Here was all the power every last Z'raddlagian could possibly handle and more!

Thus, upon the orders of the Imperial Ma-jesty Emperor Kedarak LXVII, the first attack -ing fleets were launched, and our story begins.

"Your supreme majesty!" gasped a breath less courier. "Exalted guiding light of the universe!"

"What means this?" snapped the SKRULL em -peror. The very audacity of this one, bursting into court at breakneck speed, unannounced, obviously knocking down guards and certain -ly knocking some of the nobility, shouting at the top of his lungs without leave to speak, was absolutely appalling. Someone would pay dearly for this outrage.

"I bring a message of greatest urgency"
the courier panted, "To be delivered to you, O embodi-ment of everything fine and noble—"
"Silence," snapped the emperor. "I know who I am. Whatever this is, it had better be important...for your sake."

"Only a few hours ago, in quadrant 15* LB9 of Galaxy DW#441U*935, a fleet of myster-iou-s warships appeared. One of our patrol fleets moved in to challenge it and command identi- fi- cation. In the process, sensor readings of these crafts were taken. They were construc-ted of materials that absolutely could not be. Does your Supreme Majesty know the atomic num-ber of the inert gas radon?"

"Of course. It is 86."

"That was the atomic number of the met- al of which their crafts were constructed. & they were powered, sire, by forces unlike any -thing we have ever heard of. Even the compu-ter could make no sense out of them. The "Data Insuffitient" panels glowed instantly.

"What nonsense is this? Metal with the number of protons which would make it a gas? Spacecraft powered by unkown & undentifiable-force-s. What kind of fool do you take me for churl?"

"None, exalted emporer of the glorious Skrull empire. All this is true, at least a -cording to the reports received from our pa-trol fleet before it was destroyed."

"Destroyed??!!"

"Yes, sire, ignoring our commands, the strangers attacked our fleet and destroyed it within minutes. They are now attacking the im-perial planet, KADALART."

"Report to my chief General. Tell him he is to send out a war fleet to destroy these invaders. He may use as many ships as he deems necessary. Also, he is to take one ship in -tact so we may study it and so we can find out who would have the nerve to attack the SKRULL EMPIRE! We will teach them a lesson they will never forget. Go now."

"The lackey bowed and left, leaving a fuming Emporer. Invaders! Well, if it wasn't one thing, it was something else. The whole ening had been ruined. How long had it been since he had been able to hold a decent courbt? Ah well, he might as well dismiss everyone and go to bed. Things would look better in the morning."

"Soreliq, chief advisor to Emporer Xedar- arak LXVII, smiled at his sovereign. "The at- tack on the Skrull Empire has started and is progressing excellently, you majesty. Within a few months, they should be defeated, then on to the Kree Empire, and then the body call-ed the Sarn Federation of Planet-s. After that, it is mostly galactic, interstellar, in-terplanetary, and planetwide political ene-mies. Our advance agent assures us that the first three present the greatest strength,org-as-the greatest menace. I will be glad when this Sarn Federation is destroyed. Only then will I feel we are completely safe."

"Why so much concern about them? asked Emporer Xedarak. "Did you yourself not tell me that their government was not government at all, but madness? Imagine? The leaders are chosen directly by the people themselves, who can discard them at any time for a completely new set. How can they get anything done?"

"Their government is not madness, but mad genius, which is the most dangerous gen- uis of all. They have an almost endless chain of command, and by the time it could be de-stroyed, the people would have chosen a new full set of leaders. Furthermore they have an almost unbelievably high espirit de corps, and these Sarns are that universes most pow- erful psionists."

Xedarak yawned. "Soreliqu, you worry too much."

Spanning across 293 galaxies, the Sarn Federation of Planets is a voluntary politi-cal union originated by the Sarns of Saradal-thar. The original Sarns were a huminoid race fast learning in tremendous potentials of the mind. They went through the various stages of barbarism, leading finally up to civilization and the inherent integration of democracy, brotherhood, and charity into their culture & their lives.

Space exploration brought them in contact with many strange life forms, some of which were at first unrecognizable as life. Problems in communication were many & great—especially among those races which had no speech organs whatever.

To bring about the Sarn dream of an intergalactic, democratically-governed federa- tion, an infallible communication device was necessary. Equally necessary was an uncount -erfeitable badge for the members of the inter-galactic patrol necessary to maintain law & order. Physical science seemed incapable of producing the first necessity, and was out of question for the second, for what physical sc -ience could devize and synthsize, physical science could analyze and duplicate.

The answer to both problems was an in-strument psychological in nature—the incred-ible and unmistakable Sarn Band of Mentality. The band is a bracelet studded with quartz-like convex lenses of a milky hue, between which thousands of tiny jewel like crystaloid -flash in an ever-changing pyrotechnic fire. The band serves as a telepath, increasing an already tremendously powerful Sarn mind to the point where the wearer may perform astound- ing mental feats.

With the possession of such a weapon as the Band of Mentality came a tremendous responsi-bility not to misuse it. Each applicant for a band is thoroughly examined by a bands men during a six-year cadet program, and attains Bandmanship if, and only if, he is for all intents and purposes incorruptable!!! With men such as this wearing the band, the

"I bring a report on the invaders!"
Sarn Federation slowly grew into what it is today. Through misuse, "SARN" has come to refer to not just the original Sarns of Saradal—that, but to any member of the millions of different types of races which comprises the peaceful, non-aggressive Sarn Federation Of Planets.

Supreme General Zedh Photum, President of the Sarn Federation, scanned the report in front of him for the fifth time. Now and then his muscular right arm brushed back a lock of grey hair that had fallen in front of his eyes. The Executive Council, fifteen assistants and advisers who sat at the table with him, seemed equally ill at ease. They fidgeted, doodled, or read papers word by word with the slightest idea of what they were about.

Such nervousness was extremely unusual. In almost every way, Zedh Photum was a man who inspired confidence. With a brilliant military career culminating with a promotion to the highest attainable rank in the Federation and extreme competence as a statesman, he was also of imposing physical appearance. His aged body was still lithe and symmetrical in muscular, and rose to an imposing height. His somewhat lined face was saggish-like, giving off an aura of firmness mixed with compassion and wisdom. Unlike many balding men of his years, he still retained a shock of iron-grey wavy hair. He still retained his military rank, and wore his uniform, and with it, his flashing, flaming band.

Now he rose and spoke, "Gentlemen, I perceive from your thoughts that you are all as worried about these mysterious invaders who have attacked the Skrull Empire as I am. No, do not be ashamed, only a fool feels no fear when there is something to be afraid of. And those beings, my friends, are definitely something to be afraid of."

"I hardly need remind you of the facts so far. In two months, they have conquered 16 galaxies of the Skrull Empire, and are nearing the identical home galaxy. If they conquer it, the whole Skrull Empire will probably go."

"A state of emergency exists among the government offices. We are now preparing for all possible war. Rumors are already circulating among the people; some, like those of war & conquest of the Federation, we try to discourage—others, like those suggesting that the Skrull Empire is all the invaders want, we encourage, and even spread. Unfortunately, we have seen warrior races before. A big & easy conquest, and they become so drunk with power that there is no stopping them from further attacking. I am expecting a report soon, which will give us our first real picture of how serious the situation is."

A buzzer sounded, and a gatekeeper screen lit up, "Pardon me, Mr. President," stated a sentry, "but Colonel Nimarg Sadd is here with a special report on the invaders."

"Send him in."

"After a few minutes, a door slid open, and, from a corridor of sentries, sensors, an—leys, and mind probes, Colonel Nimarg Sadd entered the sanctum of the executive council. Snapping to attention, he saluted and announced, "Mr. President, I bring a report on the mysterious invaders of the Skrull Empire. I have been fortunate enough to discover who they are, where they came from, and what they want."

"These beings are a race called the Z'ra-addingoes, who came from an entirely different and alien universe. This explains their astonishing conquest, as the materials of their weapons are alien to our universe, as well as the forces which supply power to those weapons."

"Then their is theoretically no defense against them," interjected a councilman, "But surely the native forces of our universe would be equally irresistible to them."

"No sir" replied Colonel Sadd. "It seems an advance agent has been studying our universe prior to the invasion, and revealing the native forces, so the invaders could defend themselves."

"A well-planned invasion, it seems. How did you receive the information you have?"

"The starship NOVA, volunteering for a suicide mission, flew into Skrull Space and located a lone Z'ra-raddalgoan ship. The crew formed a mind-meld and hit one crew member quickly and hard, getting them before mechanical thought-screens were activated. The NOVA was then attacked, and just before it was destroyed, the information was sent to me."

"These invaders are power-mad and intent on conquering our entire universe. After the Skrull Empire, comes the Kree Empire, then us. After that, the Aakon Galaxy, minor mop up conquests... Mr. President, they stand a very good chance of being able to carry out their plan. I have sent all the scientific data I received to physicists, but I didn't get much. They, on the other hand, know much about us, and their advance agent is telling them more all the time. Unless they can be stopped here and now, they might not be able to be stopped at all."

"Is there any indication of who or where this advance agent is? If we can stop him from sending information, and fight in our home universe, we may stand a chance."

"None, Mr. President."

"Zedh Photum looked grim. "This is more serious than I imagined. So the Kree Empire is next on the Z'ra-raddalgoan agenda? It's next on ours, too, then. Orderly, contact the Legislative Council, We'll need their ratification of a treaty forming an alliance between the Federation and The Kree Empire, Now as for delivering the proposal to the Kree... The Supreme Intelligence only accepts ambassadors as a gesture; he won't speak with them. Therefore, we need something spectacular to attract their attention. I'll send the message with a man in a starship to the edge of Kree space. That should be noticeable."

"Now as for the man to deliver it... Colonel That Kosis would seem to be the best choice. He is an excellent diplomat and a brave soldier. He has also built up a reputation in the Kree Empire that is rather impressive, Colonel Sadd, where is he now?"

"Colonel Kosis is patrolling space sector 737-955 in his starship, PARALLAX."

"Contact him immediately and order the"
"Invasion"

Parallax to return to Saradalther. Speed is of the essence, as there is much to be done, and not much time to do it in. Gentlemen, it appear as we are going to have a war."

"Thar, I definitively agree with Linnari Tann. This ship has been out in space for long; Major Tetan Gar, second-in-command of the Parallax, long-time-comrade-in-arms to Thar Kosis, and the only one aboard the starship to regularly address him as "Thar", swung his seat around to face his superior and friend in the commanders chair. "The crew are all showing signs of fatigue and claustrophobia that even a layman like myself can spot."

"I know, Tet," replied the Sarn colonel, "and I'm doing everything in my power to arrange for some shore leave for the crew somewhere but ever since those mysterious invaders started devastating the Skrull Empire, the Intergalactic Patrol has been kept at maximum operating strength."

"And, when and if those invaders attack us," came a soft, feminine voice from the rear of the bridge, as a door slid open, "The Intergalactic Patrol, and Parallax especially, will be down to minimum operating strength."

Chief Medic Linnari Tann joined the two officers.

"Colonel, this crew can't take much more space duty. Just look at these reports and statistics. If they don't have some shore leave or other change soon..."

"I'm just as concerned about my crew as you two are, if not more, as both you should know." To Thar Kosis, Tetan Gar was more than a brother. Linnari Tann he loved as a sister!

The three of them had been through many adventures together, and formed about as solid a team as could be found. "All my push and influence is being used in the right places, so, if we just have a bit more patience..."

"Colonel," announced the communications officer, "A message has come from Saradalther."

Smiling to his comrades, Kosis whispered "This is probably it." Aloud, he asked, "Relate contents, please."

"The Parallax is to proceed directly to Saradalther and go into standard orbit. You are then to beam down to Qzendick Hall for a person-al interview with President Photum."

Well, Col. Thar Kosis, came Linnara Tanns piercing thought. It seems that instead of shore leave, you've gotten an important mission. EX-cellent."

Don't rub it in, Captain Tann. This is a bad surprise for me, Doc. Kosis' was quite embarrassed. "Navigator, plot a course for Saradalther. Helsman, all ahead, full intergalactic hyper-drive speed."

Torpedo-shaped, two miles long and 5 hundred feet in diameter at the largest point, the Parallax swung into orbit around Saradalther, home planet of the original Sarns and head planet for the Sarn Federation of Planets. A matter transmitter beamed Col. Kosis down to Qzendick Hall, executive-office of the government of the Sarn Federation. Kosis was immediately ushered down numerous corridors toward the presidential office. The speed and efficiency of his escort made the Sarn Colonel speculate that the reason for his being called must be important, indeed. Thar Kosis had been called --ed to President Photum's office before, & was accustomed to waiting several minutes before he had been announced. Great was his surprise, then, when he was admitted almost instantly.

Entering, Kosis snapped to attention and executed the Sarn military salute. His right arm extended straight out, then the forearm raised to the verticle. The left arm also extended straight ahead, with the forearm extending bending horizontally to the right, allowing the left arm to grasp the right wrist. President Photum returned the salute and called his guest to rest. Kosis noted that his leader seemed somewhat tired in appearance, and his usually neatly combed hair was unkempt.

"You must pardon my appearance, colonel," smiled Photum. Thar noted that the president had not shaved that morning. "I've been working very hard these last few days, & I've rather neglected myself."

"I perceive you are wondering why you have been summoned. How much do you of these invaders who have been devastating the Skrull Empire?"

"Quite a few rumors have reached the Parallax, sir, but in your question, you stated the total amount of fact I knew."

"And very few know more than you, Col-onel, these beings threaten the Skrulls, the Nee, us, our entire universe. To give you the details verbally would take far too long. Prepare yourself; we are going mind-to-mind."

The two bandsmen formed a Sarn-Mind-Fusion, and directly from the mind of Supreme General Zedd Photum, President of the Sarn Federation, flowed information into the mind of Colonel Thar Kosis. The process was over almost before it was begun. The two men only stood some six feet apart, and the speed of thought is to the speed of -Continued on next page-
light as the speed of light is to the speed of a snail.

"The Skrull Empire is now almost helpless and hopeless," went on Photum, "but our universe is not. Colonel, the only way we may survive the crisis is an alliance with the Kree Empire. This tape", he handed Kosis a small plastic disk, "is my personal message to the Kree Empire. Guard it with your life, and give it directly to the Supreme Intelligence in person."

"To accomplish this, take the Parallax to the very edge of Kree space, but do not enter. Kree starships will be sure to investigate. Contact them, explain you are bearing a message for the Supreme Intelligence, one of utmost importance, and request to be taken to him."

"When you deliver my message and propose, tell him I request him to contact me directly. He will want to discuss terms for the alliance as much as I, and I am willing to agree to anything within reason.

"Be sure to stress the seriousness of the situation. This alliance may be the only chance we and the Kree have for survival. I am sure, when presented with the facts, the Supreme Intelligence will realize this, for he is not so called for nothing. Speed is of the essence, so start as soon as possible. Good luck, and God be with you."

"Thank you sir." Kosis started to salute, but a teleceiver signal beeped. Photum activated the device.

"What is it?" asked the president.

"Sire," replied the caller, "I have just received a report concerning the status of the Skrull Empire. The invaders have attacked the ruling planet. The Skrull Emperor has fled and is in hiding."

CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE

THE SEARCH, CHAPTER II continued...

duo soon find themselves in the file room. "Fantastic!" exclaims an excited CRIME SMASHER. "A complete listing of every cell in the city. Too bad the main base isn’t listed. The organization is as good as smashed."

"And so will our chances of uncovering CRIMEMASTER’s identity. He’ll go to the ground as soon as we start on this list, but is we hit them at random we still have a chance."

New hope for the MASK and CRIMESMASH in their never ending search for CRIMEMASTER.
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"The Self-Made Minuteman"
by Bill Cantey

"I'll load-up my old twenty-two,
an' set a few soups fee;
'cause my sweetie got hit
with a freedom brick,
an' she ain't comin' home to me."

He picked up the strains of his newly written theme song, along with the ball-barreled automatic. The custom grips fitted to his hand, forming his last, tangible link with reality. God, it was a bleak day. But, a good day for dying, and there'd be dying. He'd get all he could, before they got him. Death On Feet, was his name now, nothing else mattered.

The pistol went out of sight beneath his dark, close-fitting jacket. Two extra ammo clips were in his left hand pocket, and a large, fighting knife was strapped to his right, lower leg. He'd have that to fall back on if his gun failed, But it wouldn't; it was a good gun, bought for good fun, so long ago. No—not long ago—less than two years—it was. Things, so different then. But she'd died; killed when a senseless demonstration turned into an insane riot. They'd never found out who threw the brick, but with God's help, his bullets would.

Before leaving his dingy room, he checked himself in the mirror for suspicious bulges. None showed; he looked like an average guy in his early twenties. The tight, faded, denim trousers and worn work shoes would blend in to his proposed background, the slums and alley's of America. But first, the street where she'd died—killed—murdered by the animals, she'd wanted to help. He tore his clouded eyes from the mirror—oh, lunged through the door, and was on the sidewalk in ten seconds.

"Gonna roam around that part of town
where my true love was found.
But, if they kill me with a stone,
I won't be found alone."

He'd have to hurry; the sooner he got in position, the better. His eye's smarted, he felt like crying. NO! That was over—now it was time to do something about it. He knew where the next march would start, the route, and their destination. He had a roof, all picked out. With luck, he could hit and run; then live to hate again. Maybe he'd even know when he got the right one. That wasn't too much to ask. The thought pleased him and he hummed:

"So freedom-seekers, now be warned
across this restless land;
a hunter walks among you now,
a lonely, vengeful man."

Walking swiftly, he turned into an alley. With his hand inside his jacket, caressing the all-powerful automatic, he thought how funny it would be if some thug tried to hold him up. But, nothing could happen to thwart his destiny. This was why he was born. The feeling vibrated through his body like music.

"You've got no cause to worry
if you really would be free;
just march in my direction,
and you'll find real liberty."

He broke into a run now, focussing his eye's on the bottom rung of a rust fire escape. He caught it, and pulled himself up easily, revealing in the strength of his arms and shoulders. He stayed outside the balconies, balancing on the rail, and reaching for the next level, so that he gained the roof without passing directly before a window. Then, by leaping and climbing, he made his way into the target area.

From his vantage point, he could see the marchers gathering, and the leaders spouting their one way philosophy.

"Don't tell me, about your noble cause
of fighting to be free.
I only know your noble cause
has finished her and me."

The world would soon discover that he had a private philosophy. Just as soon as they lined up and started toward city hall, he'd let 'em know all about it. First the leader, right through the head with two or three hollow point's. Then take 'em as they come—or go. Maybe one or two would be crazy enough to try and follow him across the rooftops. He grinned at the thought. The wind felt suddenly cold; he touched his face and was surprised to find it wet with tears. Snorting in disgust, he settled down to wait.

"My tears will fall upon you now,
these little bits of lead.
Then you'll be cryin' with me,
cryin' teardrops, warm and red."

His musing was interrupted by the chanting of approaching marchers. Laying his extra clips on the roof's parapet, he drew his gun and jacked a round into the chamber. They were con-

—Continued on next page.
"THE SELF MADE MINUTE MAN continued..."

ing, now, like a human train. No--not human--animals; animals only care about themselves, and what they want. Closer now, just a little closer, and he'd take that leaf, fat cat off at the neck.

DON'T DO IT!

He whirled, made dizzy by the effort, & the shock of what he saw.

GIVE ME THAT GUN!

The figure, facing him, was a dazzle of red, white and blue. He couldn't decide if he heard the dialogue, or saw it suspended in the air. The white "A" above the masked giant's eye's tore at his memory. He leaned back against the waist high parapet, holding the gun before him with both hands. "No," he whispered, "I can't give you my gun".

THEN UNLOAD IT AND PUT IT AWAY!

The powerful figure's shield seemed to reflect light into his brain. The gun felt heavy, his vision blurred. "I can't. I need it--to shoot--"

EJECT THE CLIP, AND LOCK THE SLIDE BACK, SO WE CAN TALK!

It couldn't be, but it was him. How could it be though? He was never real--ever. Just another make-believe character, preaching justice and winning out over impossible odds. A phony phantom from an innocent and stupid child's hood. It was an illusion! It had to be. But the illusion was striding towards him now; the red jack boots made no sound on the graveled roof! With a supreme effort, he brought the gun level. The shield leaped into his field of vision and he fired at the star spangled form rushed forward. The gun clattered to the roof. It's owner, unable to dodge, fell backwards over the low wall. The last thing he saw as he plunged toward the pavement, was a red gauntlet reaching for him--too late.

Suicide, the police concluded. But, they could not explain the gun on the roof with the clip ejected, and the slide locked back.

-Bill Cantey-
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F.F. ADOPTS NEW LETTER POLICY!!!

In issue's number's 3, 4, and 5, we asked all club members to write an LOC (Letter of Comment) on the previous issue. Most of you did, but wrote it in the middle of a personal letter to the editor. That means that I have to pick out bits and pieces of your letters. PLEASE do not write an LOC in the middle of a personal letter to the editor. Please write L.O.C. on the top of a letter that you would like published in the FF. This would make things easier on me, and I'd really appreciate it!

If you continue to write LOC's mixed up in the middle of your personal letters, I will have to edit the letter quite a bit, thus changing it around some. If I have to do this, I will send you a duplicate letter of the one that I would like published in the FF and have you approve it.

---Thank you, Gary Groth, editor

Dear Gary:

You have truly achieved your greatest peak with FF # 6.7.
The Alvin Grinage cover was a great effort by AI and made one of the prettiest covers I have ever seen in Fandom. The reprinted Christmas card from Steranko was fantastic. The other art was great too. This art helped to make your issue one of the better ones I have seen of late.

As for the articles, I especially enjoyed "The Incoherent Kree", as I am a great Marvel fan when and if he is drawn good. This article (by Tom Crawford) really was good and I hope you will have future ones by him. I also thoroughly enjoyed the interview with Barry Smith!! It told me a lot of things that I never knew before the interview. The try at Fan Fiction turned out very good too, just don't have too much fiction. All of the other articles were exceptionally good and showed great improvement over past efforts in FF #'s 1 through 5.

You have improved a lot and have the talent working for you to become one of THE BEST TIMES IN FANDOM! I hope you won't let me down from these high hopes. Keep up the Fantastic work.

Bestest, (signed)
Lane Bailey
Asst. editor, SPP
Rt. 1, Box 341
Bluefield, W. Va. 24701

Dear Gary:

Congratulations on going off! I'm really impressed. The artwork, for the most part was terrific. Especially Al Grinage! Only one complaint: not enough "behind the scenes at Marvel" type stuff.

Good Luck,
(signed)
Neal Christensen
Colonial Gardens
K-24, Poughkeepsie
New York, 12601

Dear Gary:

The Interview with Barry Smith was too hip as far as I'm concerned. Does he really write like that? Graphic Traffic should be a regular feature, and concentrate on one aspect of a series. The Comic Heroine brought up some interesting points, and the comic companies should take note. 'The Incoherent Kree' retold what Captain Marvel's letters pages have been saying for some time, but did present the inconsistencies more clearly. Ergo for Galactus, 'The Land of The Seven was much too short for an introductory chapter; my feelings on length can be found in 'The Search.'

(signed)
Robert Kowalski
3872 Garvin Street
Detroit, Michigan 48212

(YES, BARRY CERTAINLY DOES WRITE LIKE THAT AND I THOUGHT IT GAVE THE INTERVIEW A TINGE OF UNIQUENESS, WE'LL TRY TO HAVE GRAPHIC TRAFFIC AS A REGULAR FEATURE. FAN REACTION SEEMS TO AGREE WITH YOU ON THE LENGTH OF THE SEARCH.)

--Continued on next page--
Dear Crew (i.e. Gary):

Thanks a Hulk for the latest issue of your fanzine. Not much time for Fanzine comment just now—writing two extra books this month (HULK and CAPT. MARVEL) for a total of seven has left me a bit drained.

In connection with the "Kree Incoherence/Inconsistency" piece, though, I thought I should mention that the issue of CM out in July will see such an amazing change in the good captain—and not just costume either, as that will show up a month earlier—that they'll virtually wipe clean what has become a rather soggy and murky slate. I hope the readers will like the idea that emerges with that issue, which was a recent Saturday morning inspiration of mine, worked out in painstaking detail with the artist, (one Gil Kane inked by Dan Adkins). We think the result is one of the better comics Marvel's put out.... and we're wondering if anyone else out there will share our own predictions.

By the time this could be printed, the book will virtually be on sale—in many places....so I can tell you that Mar-Vell's Kree background in that issue (and, with then-scrip-ter Archie Goodwin's help, in the previous issue) will be almost completely negated....and he will be to all intents and purposes a new and (we think) better character.

Cordially,

ROY THOMAS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

(THANKS FOR THE MANY SCOOPS; I ONLY HOPE THAT THIS ISSUE COMES OUT SOON ENOUGH FOR THEM TO BE EFFECTIVE. WE HOPE THAT YOU ENJOYED LAST IS AND HOPE YOU ENJOY THIS LONGER AND BETTER ONE JUST AS MUCH)

Dear Gary:

After reading FF #’s 1 through 6, I knew I had to write you and tell you how much I enjoyed them! I think that FF is one of the best zines I’ve ever read, and I’m glad to have a ten issue subscription. When these issues came to me, there was a short note enclosed, As Post Script you asked if I would become a member. I was about ready to join, when I finished reading the zines; but then I became confused. In #’s 1 through 5 you talked about the FFF and in # 6#7 you mention the IOCC. Which (or both) do you want me to join? Was the FFF discontinued and replaced by the IOCC or are they both in existence? Please send me detailed information on how to join (both of them that is) and I will reply immediately with an application for membership (to both)

(continued on next page)
FANTASTIC FANLETTERS continued....

Thank You,
(signed)
Gary Spielaw
42 Malvern Dr.
Clark, N.J.
07066

(MANY FANS HAVE ASKED US THE SAME QUESTION, GARY, HERE'S HOW IT GOES: THE MEMBERSHIP FEE THAT I WAS REFERRING TO WAS THE 30¢. I HAVE NOT BEEN STRESSING MEMBERSHIPS, BUT THE FF's REGULAR PRICE IS 30¢ TO MEMBERS AND 40¢ TO NON-MEMBERS, SO ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS SEND IN 30¢ AND YOU CAN GET FF FOR THE MEMBERSHIP PRICE OF 30¢ INSTEAD OF THE NON-MEMBERSHIP PRICE OF 40¢. THE FFFF IS ONE OF THE FANTASTIC FANZINE'S EARLIEST INNOVATIONS, IT COSTS 50¢ TO JOIN; YOU WILL RECEIVE A 6 MONTH SUBSCRIPTION TO THE BOMBSHELL BULLETIN, AN XEROX NEWSLETTER DEDICATED TO MARVEL, YOU'LL ALSO RECEIVE A 6 MONTH SUBSCRIPTION TO "THE HORROR" A XEROX AMETYUER COMIC STRIP, NOW THE IOCC IS JUST AN EXPERIMENTAL CLUB, NOT YET FORMED: : : : WE MENTIONED IT IN FF 6+7 JUST TO GET YOUR OPINION OF STARTING SUCH A CLUB, HOPE I'VE CLEARED IT UP...)

Dear Gary:

...Now to your zine, The cover was good as Al usually comes up with a good-looking piece of work. Some of the interior work was bad though and a waste of zip-a-tone, like on pages 8,9, and 11. Mostly From O'Neal, I'm afraid. Dave Cockrum and Al Grinage know how to use shading material to a good effect, though.

Interviews seem to be the thing in Marvel fandom, but I must say yours was fairly good, and I'd like for you to keep them coming, especially with pro's, Barry Smith was a good choice.

So, Mark Evanier, you have a Smith-Corona too, huh? What kind? Mine's a small super-sterling, a blue green. (Sorry about this Gary. My fannish self got all caught up.)

I didn't really love Daredevil's # 10-11 by Wood. The story had a plot, sure, but the old formula mystery plot. It would have fit well with Batman, but it wasn't made for DD, & that was the only story of it's kind DD ever had. My favorites were 12-14 with Ka-Zar & the Plunderer. That's the kind of plot I like to read, not the old formula, "who's the badguy' plot. What's more, Romita was my favorite artist on DD; except for Wood in # 8 & 9, Especially # 9.

Good article on the Kree by Tom, However, you must give Stan and the gang enough artistic license to have to the extremely fast. As for the numbers quoted; Arnie has an especially bad habit (as do most DC writers at one time or another) of picking particulars at random to make it look good without thinking about it. The other goofs are along the same line in that Arnie didn't take time to take the whole matter (from the facts established) into mind and think it out, but just wrote what came natural. Mr. Drake isn't the best writer of long-established heroes with big backgrounds for him to try to learn.

Not a bad article on Galactus too, Mike!! However, Galactus does not get that much more powerful when he takes in energy; he does it as we would eat. He might get weaker from not eating, but he doesn't and isn't getting more powerful, so Odin need not worry. However, you did -n't take time to figure in a half dozen more of Stan's "all powerful..."

Overall, you have aver good zine there... beter than I expected even, I suggest that you send it around to a few dozen top fans, and get their comments and help and you will have a top rated zine, recognized by all; Ad a lettercol too, a discussion type, (like will be in COMIC-OLIGY # 3). This brings the reader closer to the fanzine.

See ya,
(signed)
Doug Frazt
R.R. # 1
Accident, MD. 21520

(THANKS FOR THE LONG LOC, DOUG, I STILL DON'T THINK THAT YOU GAVE MUCH OF AN EXCUSE TO ARNIES MANY MISTAKES, HE SHOULD HAVE RESEARCHED MORE CAREFULLY, PERSONALLY, I DID LIKE DD'S # 10 & 11 AND HOPE THEY HAVE MORE OF THE SAME, I'LL LIKE TO SEE HOW A DISCUSSION TYPE COLUMN WILL WORK OUT IN OTHER ZINES BEFORE MAKING MY FINAL DECISION ABOUT HAVING ONE IN THE FF, BY THE WAY, DOUG'S OWN ZINE, COMICOLIGY CAN BE ORDERED FOR 40¢ FROM HIS HOME ADDRESS, LATEST ISH OUT IS 3)

Dear Gary:

I'll get right into commenting on FF 6+7:
For one thing; the art has improved, (what with work by Grinage, Cockrum, O'Neal and Cornell...) how can you go wrong??? I left out Ka-Zar bitter because his pic was a swipe, and artists that swipe generally give an impression that they are not original. Club Memo's, (a very good name by the way) has potential to becoming another YSG "Club News" page. The Search was so-so, I don't care much for ana-stories, however Robert Kowalski did a nice job.

Sincerely, (signed)
Max Gottfried
3023 Mathews Ave.
Bronx, N.Y. 10467

(MAX, SORRY THAT I CUT YOUR LETTER IN HALF....)